Ms Mamta Sanjeev Dubey, CVO IRCON welcoming Shri Yogesh Kumar Mishra, CMD during Interactive session on “Contract Management” by CMD
Officers of IRCON participating in the interactive session
CMD, IRCON facilitating the winners of Essay Competition of Vigilance Awareness Week-2021 (Officer Category)

First Prize- Mr Kushal Dani, Dy Manager/HRM
Second Prize- Ms Iti Matta, DGM/Company Affairs

Third Prize- Ms Arti Rathor, DM/Confidential/IT
Fourth Prize- Ms Rashami, MGR/Civil/BD

Consolation Prize- Mr Sanjay Kumar, JGM/Civil/SR
Staff Category
First Prize- Ms Anuradha Kaushik, Supervisor/Company Affairs

Second Prize- Ms N Srilata, PS
Third Prize- Ms Jyoti Sherawat, Finance Assistant

Consolation Prize- Mr Pranjal Jain, JE/Electrical
Consolation Prize - Mr. Chiranjivi Sharma, Security Guard

Ms. Mamta Sanjeev Dubey, CVO/IRCON presenting plant to Shri Yogesh Kumar Misra CMD, IRCON